ART. 241]
HETEROGENEOUS  ELLIPSOIDS.
121
First, let us find the potential 7i at an external point of the mass enclosed by the ellipsoid defined by m = n. To effect this we change the order of integration in (4).
To make this process clear we trace the curve AB whose ordinate u is given as a function of the abscissa m by the equation
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say 0 (tt)=m2.   When m=0, u is infinite, and when m=7i, u has the value e given by
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In the order of integration indicated in (4) we integrate
along a column LM from u=/j.tou = ao and then sum
the columns from m=0 to m=.OC=n.   In the reversed order we integrate first
along a row PQ from m2=0(u) to ?7i2=?i2 and then sum the rows from w=CJ5=e
The equation (4) then becomes
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where Q2 = (a2 4- u) (&2 4- w) (tf2 4- w), m2 is given as a function of u by (6) and e by (7). This formula gives the potential of the mass enclosed by the ellipsoid defined in equation (1) by putting m = ??. If the attracted point P is on the surface of this ellipsoid, we have, by (7), e = 0. If the potential of the whole mass enclosed by the ellipsoid xP/a* 4- &Q. = 1 be required, we have n = 1 and e = X, where \ is defined in Art. 204.
240. Secondly, let us find the potential V2 at an internal point of the mass between the ellipsoids defined by m = n and m = n'. The limits for the integral (4) are now u = 0 to oo and m = n to nx. These are constants and the order can be immediately reversed. The potential is therefore given by
241. Lastly, let us find the potential V3 at a point P situated in the substance of a solid ellipsoid bounded by the surface m — ri. Let the point P be situated on the ellipsoid defined by m = n. The potentials at P of the two portions of the solid separated by this ellipsoid are given by the values Vly F2 found above. We find F3 by adding (8) and (9) together.

